
 POSTER SESSION A- Friday  

 

LASTNAME FIRSTNAME TITLE 

1 MENTO GIOVANNI Orienting attention in time: spatiotemporal neurodynamics of temporal expectancy in infants and adults 

2 DE MICHELE TERENCE Orienting attention to face or non-face stimuli: a comparison between children with and without autism. 

3 WEAVER MATTHEW The role of pre-stimulus neural activity on visual selection: an eye-tracking and EEG study 

4 INFANTI ELISA Evidence of reward-priming influence on visual working memory maintenance 

5 AMBROSINI ETTORE Hemispheric asymmetries in resting-state spectral dynamics underlie individual differences in task-switching performance 

6 SANCHEZ LOPEZ JAVIER Can Attention Enhance the Visually Evoked Neural Response in the Blind Visual Field of Hemianopic Patients? 

7 MASTROPASQUA TOMMASO The critical role of attention in subliminal operant conditioning 

8 LEWCZUK KAROL What doesn’t kill you makes you exhausted. Or mobilized. Exertion characteristics of selected emotion regulation strategies 

9 ROSA SALVA ORSOLA The perception of the Ebbinghaus illusion in two distant vertebrates: domestic chicks and redtail splitfins 

10 VIGNALI LORENZO The role of the posterior parietal cortex in parafoveal preprocessing during reading:  A fMRI and tDCS study. 

11 HERPICH FLORIAN Transcranial Random Noise Stimulation enhances Visual Learning In Healthy Adults 

12 NOVIKOV NIKITA Post-error modulations of theta and alpha activity in the auditory condensation task 

13 POTRICH DAVIDE The Müller-Lyer illusion in a species of teleost fish (Xenotoca eiseni) 

14 BARBARO LUDWIG PASQUALE Value or valence? Differences in the neural signature of reward and punishment in visual encoding 

15 TöLLNER THOMAS Two Independent Frontal Midline Theta Oscillations During Conflict Detection and Adaptation in the Simon Task 

16 GRABOT LAETITIA An attentional bias in temporal order perception proper to each? 

17 BERTONI SARA Action video game training reduces alpha band oscillation in pre-readers at risk for dyslexia 

18 PAGANO SILVIA Object individuation and compensation in healthy aging 

19 CASHDOLLAR NATHAN Differences in the hemispheric lateralization of neural oscillatory activity supporting visual imagery 

20 BAGATTINI CHIARA Multiple object processing in Alzheimer’s disease: behavioural and electrophysiological evidence 

21 REEDER RESHANNE Task relevance modulates feature representation in the search template 

22 IKUMI NARA Ongoing alpha phase explains perceptual variability in audio-visual synchrony judgments 

23 PETILLI MARCO ALESSANDRO Proactive attentional mechanisms in Visual Search 

24 LASAPONARA STEFANO Selective reorienting response of the left hemisphere to invalid visual targets in the right side of space 

25 WUTZ ANDREAS Active coordination of temporal integration and segregation in neural processing and perception 

26 TORRALBA CUELLO MIREIA Alpha rythm and perception: Breaking the spell of group statistics by predicting performance on individual basis 

27 JOHNSON AMY Understanding the effect of growing up in a disadvantaged environment on attentional control and working memory  

28 MüHLBERG STEFANIE Modulation of behavior and low frequency oscillations as a function of expectation to time and modality 

 



 POSTER SESSION B- Saturday 

 

LASTNAME FIRSTNAME TITLE 

1 SCHOENHAMMER JOSEF The influence of context on visual selectivity as indexed by the N2pc 

2 HUBER-HUBER CHRISTOPH Naso-Temporal ERP Differences: Evidence for Increased Inhibition of Temporal Distractors 

3 HERBST SOPHIE Variations in implicit temporal predictability are encoded in the electroencephalogram 

4 CHERNYSHEV BORIS 
Attentional lapses leading to erroneous discrimination of feature conjunctions are reflected in ERPs during the preattentional stage of 

stimulus processing 

5 SIEBOLD ALISHA 
Towards a database of standardized smoking-related and matched neutral images for the investigation of attentional bias in tobacco 

addiction. 

6 FERRANTE OSCAR Top-down attentional control is permeable to reward-based modulation 

7 BENWELL CHRIS The influence of pre- and post-stimulus EEG spectral power on psychophysical measures of visual attention 

8 PASCUCCI DAVID Serial-dependence effects in vision are gated by the value association of stimuli 

9 KALININA ELENA Shared patterns of object categorization in different cognitive processes: Cross-modal decoding vs. Statistical permutation test 

10 PAOLI MARCO Of bees and men: Comparative study of oscillatory neural networks   

11 BENAVIDES-VARELA SILVIA 
Audio-visual dynamics in multiple object processing: Is Attending to Both Modalities a Prerequisite for the Flexibility of Individuation? An 

N2pc study 

12 PISONI LORENZO Dynamic probing of the window of temporal integration 

13 STEIN TIMO Independent effects of category-based attention and spatial attention on  natural scene perception 

14 CUTINI SIMONE Visual Short-Term Memory load  disrupts subitizing limit 

15 MAZZI CHIARA  Modulation of the Resting State Oscillatory Activity as Effect of rTMS stimulation 

16 DE TOMMASO MATTEO Reward predictor uncertainty and attentional capture 

17 BRIGADOI SABRINA The neural substrate of lateralized working memory representations 

18 NARBUTAS VILIUS Fitting a novel coupled race model to visual search RT distributions using a likelihood-free posterior approximation 

19 SZABO ESZTER Hemodynamic responses reflecting manipulations on object files in 6-month-olds  

20 CHIANDETTI CINZIA Asymmetric light stimulation may alter hemispheric attentional bias in chicks 

21 BRAGA MIRIAM Using neuromodulation to improve attentional abilities: A comparison between tDCS and tRNS. 

22 DREWES JAN Oscillations in behavioral performance with natural stimuli 

23 MUSCHTER EVELYN Integration across different spatial reference frames: an MEG study 

24 LONDON RAQUEL Attentional scope modulates alpha power and frequency over occipital areas;  implications for multisensory integration. 

25 ALBONICO ANDREA Temporal dissociation between the focal and orientation component of spatial attention in central and peripheral vision 

26 SAUNDERS DANIEL Shared attention slows saccadic target selection 

27 PAOLETTI  DAVIDE  Fast or slow? The effect of pre-stimulus neural oscillatory activity on performance and saccadic reaction times during a visual search task 

28 BUONOCORE ANTIMO  Pre-saccadic shift of attention: uncrowding or spatial pooling? 

29 RONCONI LUCA Shaping pre-stimulus neural oscillations with auditory rhythmic stimulation  improves the temporal allocation of attention 
 


